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There's no other way to say it, you realize, hauling tomato trellising posts down the field on your 
shoulder, sledgehammer in hand: it's July, and you are tired.

Forget tired, actually. You're exhausted.

Here's a truth about farming that you've never truly understood until now: it doesn't matter how many 
metaphors about the land you may come up with as you work—at the end of the day, your bones will 
feel like soup. End of story.

You sigh, drop the posts, and start pounding. Last April's work has dragged into May, and June, and 
now July. You pick at tasks you should have done months ago whenever you're not already working on 
every other emergency that comes with cultivation: knocking back weeds, digging and composting new
beds for crops, transplanting the last of the squash. It all feels insurmountable. 

Sitting with David and Jen one evening, they tell you about this time to come when all this work will 
be well and truly finished. You'll water and harvest, weed and mow, they say, and end work early. It 
sounds nice. It may even be true. But in the meantime, there's too much to be done to dream of it.

So you get up at five and fall asleep at nine; and you pick your kale, and trellis tomatoes, and haul 
sandbags from the field. You remember that there were days when this work felt beautiful to you, and 
filled with a meaning beyond understanding. But all that remains, when tiredness has stripped you 
down to the ugly core, is an ever-growing list of things to do scrawled on the back of an old seed 
packet. There are tasks, they need doing, and you are the one to do them.

And in the meantime, you are sunburnt and bug-bitten, your hair matted, your clothes filthy. One night, 
you look over the dozen cuts that zigzag across your forearms and can't remember where any of them 
came from. Your fingers are cracked and darkened with soil from transplanting. No shower can remove
the permadirt from your skin. You stop trying. 

When friends call, the litany of complaints comes bursting forth like water from a leaking dam. You 
still have so much to do, you tell them, and the days are long, and the bugs are bad, and the harvest's 
coming along but still not as fast as anyone wants it to. You swear you weren't feeling like this before, 
you tell them. It's just—well, it's July. 

This is the lowest point of the apprenticeship: the moment when you realize what kind of person you 
become when work is finally overwhelming. It's not a pretty sight, nor is it one you're proud of.

There are moments, though, that surprise you by cutting through that tired haze. And they come, all too 
often, when you are in the deepest depths of exhaustion. Some days you look up, distracted, and the 
world around you seems different. 

Sometimes you drop the sandbag, the fencing maul, the harvest knife, and watch as the tide rolls into 
the Cogmagun River. You listen to the bobolinks on the marsh nearby, the sound of the wind rustling 
the leaves of the eggplants and peppers. You can feel your body, tired and aching as it is, almost 
humming in its own blood as the sun comes down around you. And without meaning to, you smile to 
yourself and think, oh, Lord, let these be the worst of my days. 



You begin to live for those sudden, graceful reprieves when you can see what it is farming is giving 
you, no matter how much it may take.

Standing in the harvest dawn with the dew fresh on your boots, counting red bunching elastics onto 
your fingers, rows of glistening radishes at your feet. Breathing in the cold air as you bend down to the 
soil and feel the first rough leaves. 

The rhythm of the hoe in your hand as you hill the beans in the soft evening light, flicking away lamb's 
quarters and wild carrot, smiling when you know you've found that rhythm, that flow, that you can 
keep on for hours if you need to: a strength, a swiftness—something like a second wind. 

The thrill of driving back to the farm in your clean clothes, van empty of all the vegetables you'd 
brought to town one afternoon. Of having been your city self, masquerading under plaid, handing 
customers broccoli with dirty nails as you thanked them for coming out—for peering at the vegetables, 
and asking questions, and thanking you for their share.

It's in those moments when farming has stripped everything away from you that it can most surprise 
you with happiness. Because the real truth of why you're still here is that, no matter how exhausting it 
may become, you would still rather do this work, in this place, than anything else in the world. It brings
you a strange, fierce joy.

And while it doesn't erase the dirt or soothe sore muscles, you learn to work your way into that feeling. 
When it happens, your gaze widens so that the tiredness is nothing but a sign that you have given 
something of yourself to the farm. And then the work lessens, bit by bit, as the balance of that 
relationship is revealed. 

Let these be the worst of my days, you hear yourself whisper, walking back barefoot in the evening. 
Feeling the weight of the day slough off your back as you watch the evening sky mosaic outward over 
the river. Let me be this tired if I must be, in years to come; in the dirt, and the heat, and the endless 
work of raising food from the ground. And let me be grateful, truly grateful, for every exhausted hour, 
every post I pound; for all that I'm building and letting grow, let the best days be yet to come. 


